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acknowledgements jennifer franco, timothé feodoroff, sylvia kay, ... thinking of water grabbing as a form of
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the food/fuel regime. agenda for ethics and by 5 security - johns hopkins berman ... - agenda for ethics
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pakistan - corporate land grab: a neoliberal menace in pakistan peoples common struggle center (pcsc)
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as 100 per cent foreign issue primer land and resources - food first - chunyu wang, “governing the global
land grab: competing political tendencies” land and sovereignty in the americas issue brief no. 2, food first and
tni, 2013. santurnino m. borras and jennifer c. franco, “a land sovereignty alternative? toward a peoples’
counter-enclosure,” tni, july 2012. jennifer franco, satoko kishimoto, sylvia kay, from threat to opportunity?
problems with the idea of a ... - comment from threat to opportunity? problems with the idea of a "code of
conduct" for land-grabbing saturnino borras jr.t & jennifer francott i. introduction the past decades have seen
the emergence of a "corporate social what’s your pension funding? how uk institutional ... - how uk
institutional investors finance the global land grab. ... notorious terror-based land grab and massacre by ...
investors must look beyond voluntary codes of conduct for a true assessment of risks and be more demanding
of the companies they invest in. however, in order to fully bring an end to land ...
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